We report an efficient technique to treat density functionals of the meta-generalized gradient approximation (mGGA) class in conjunction with density fitting of Coulomb terms (DF-J) and exchange-correlation terms (DF-X). While the kinetic energy density τ cannot be computed in the context of a DF-JX calculation, we show that the Laplacian of the density υ can be computed with almost no extra cost. With this technique, υ-form mGGAs become only slightly more expensive (10%-20%) than GGAs in DF-JX treatment-and several times faster than regular τ-based mGGA calculations with DF-J and regular treatment of the density functional. We investigate the translation of υ-form mGGAs into τ-form mGGAs by employing a kinetic energy functional, but find this insufficiently reliable at this moment. However, since υ and τ carry equivalent information, a reparameterization of accurate mGGAs from the τ-form into the υ-form should be possible. Once such functionals become available, we expect the presented technique to become a powerful tool in the computation of reaction paths, intermediates, and transition states of medium sized molecules.
In DFT calculations of small and medium sized molecules, it is frequently possible to retain the most expensive electron repulsion integrals (ERIs) in main memory, particularly if the density fitting (DF) approximation is employed. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] In these cases, and particularly if efficient three-index ERI integration techniques are used, 9-11 the total computational cost of a DFT calculation is strongly dominated by the terms associated with the exchange correlation contributions to the Fock matrix and the energy, which have to be numerically evaluated on a finite set of grid points. One way to reduce this cost is to invoke the auxiliary density expansion (ADE), which was introduced by Laikov, 12 and has been picked up and extended by Köster and coworkers [13] [14] [15] [16] and others. 17 In this technique, rather than computing the density functional contributions from the exact density for the trial Kohn-Sham wave function |Φ , 
where the {ϕ i } denote |Φ 's occupied orbitals, {n i } their occupation numbers, {χ µ } the orbital basis functions, and {γ µν } the density matrix elements, in the ADE, the same auxiliary densityρ(r), as used to compute the Coulomb matrix j in the DF approximation, is also used to compute the density functional contributions. Concretely, in the course of a DF-J computation, one determines the set of expansion coefficients {γ F } such that
where F, G run over an auxiliary density fitting basis set, [J] FG := (F|G) denotes the two-index Coulomb integrals, and (F|µν) the regular three-index Coulomb integrals. [Here and in the following, multiplication with J −1 should be read as "solve an equation system Jx = b using a suitable matrix a) Electronic mail: knizia@psu.edu decomposition of J" (e.g., Cholesky or spectral decomposition); actual inverse matrices should not be computed, as this negatively impacts numerical stability. 18 ] One can show that this approximation leads to an approximate densitỹ
which has the property that the self-interaction integral of the residual fitting error becomes minimal:
which is equivalent to minimizing the square deviation of the electric field generated by the two densities ρ (Eq. (1)) andρ (Eq. (3)). 19, 20 While this density fitting approximation is only "robust" 19, 21, 22 with respect to the computation of Coulomb integrals, Laikov has shown 12 that, nevertheless, this approximation still allows for an efficient and reasonably accurate computation of density functional contributions, too. And, somewhat unexpectedly, it is still entirely feasible to compute exact analytical gradients of the energy with respect to the nuclear positions. At least in principle, this combination of attributes makes the ADE method highly appealing for fast DFT calculations with "pure" (i.e., non-hybrid) functionals on small and medium sized molecules.
Our understanding is that the main reasons preventing its large-scale deployment are two-fold: First, we are not aware of any published large scale tests of the accuracy of this approximation (for both relative energies and geometries) in conjunction with standard basis sets, such as the def2-basis sets and associated fitting basis sets of Weigend. [23] [24] [25] [26] Second, the nature of this approximation makes it impossible to compute the kinetic energy density τ,
since this quantity depends on the individual occupied orbitals ({ϕ i }), and cannot be obtained from the density (ρ orρ) itself. However, τ is used as input in the parameterization of almost every density functional of the meta-Generalized Gradient Approximation class (mGGA) in current use. We here report two preliminary findings regarding these points: First, while the kinetic energy density τ cannot be computed in the ADE, the Laplacian of the density υ = ∆ρ, which formally carries the same quality of information as τ, 27 not only can be calculated in the ADE, but for standard basis functions of contracted Gaussians multiplied by Solid Harmonics, 28 its calculation can be made extremely efficient. Second, we report preliminary findings regarding the accuracy of the ADE with standard basis sets, which suggest that the expansion error is small compared to the intrinsic accuracy of the DFT functionals, and that the method is particulary suitable for the calculation of geometries, while affording a 4-5 times speed up compared to regular mGGA calculations.
In the DF-JX (density fitting Coulomb + exchangecorrelation) algorithm we describe here, we apply the regular Coulomb density fitting approximation 19 to both the Coulomb term and the exchange-correlation terms 12 of both the energy and the Fock matrix contributions. In this model, the Fock matrix and energy are given as
where h denotes the regular one-electron Core-Hamiltonian operator h = t + v nuc , and E nuc denotes the nuclear repulsion energy. This expression differs from the exact Kohn-Sham expression by the fact that both the electron-electron Coulomb repulsion energy E coul and the exchange-correlation energy E xc are specified in terms of the (same) auxiliary densityρ defined in Eq. (3). This leads to the following expressions for the remaining energy contributions in Eq. (7):
In E xc , the density-derived intermediate quantities arẽ
υ(r) := ∆ρ(r).
The components of j and v xc in Eq. (6) are defined as energy derivatives with respect to the density matrix elements γ µν :
where we defined the one-index exchange-correlation potential vector elements {v xc G } via
To obtain expressions (13) and (14), we used that for quantities depending only on the one-index density vector {γ F } (which includes both E coul and E xc if given via Eqs. (9) and (10)), we can get the density matrix derivatives ∂ /∂ γ µν via
For the inner part of this expression, ∂ γ F /∂ γ µν is computed using Eq. (2). Let us consider the computation of the exchangecorrelation energy E xc (Eq. (10)) and the components of its potential vector {v xc G } (Eq. (15)). We first approximate
where {(r g , w g )} denote the points and weights of a finite integration grid, andρ g ,σ g ,υ g denote the density intermediates evaluated at the respective grid points:
(We define derivative operators to not act beyond square brackets). Based on these, we get for v xc F (Eq. (15)):
The vector elements thus obtained are inserted into Eq. (14) and used to compute the exchange-correlation matrix v xc . Note that, in practice, the Coulomb matrix j and the exchangecorrelation potential matrix v xc should not be computed separately, but only their sum j + v xc -by combining Eqs. (13) and (14), such that only one (expensive) contraction with the three-index fitting integrals (µν|F) is required. [For this reason we defined the Coulomb energy via Eq. (9), rather than the more conventional expression ∑ µν γ µν j µν . The latter expression yields the same result as Eq. (9), but it requires the Coulomb matrix j-and j will not be available if only j + v xc is computed.] Note also that all of the contributions in Eqs. (20) to (24) are significantly simpler than in the regular density expansion method, in which the exact density resulting from Eq. (1) is employed. As a consequence, when using the ADE, the evaluation of the actual auxiliary basis functions χ F (r) and their // iterate over atoms for ∈ [1, 2, … , nuc ]:
• Determine highest angular momentum max of atom // iterate over points r in block of integration grid for r ∈ grid block: derivatives in Eqs. (20) to (23) on the grid points {r g } becomes one of the computationally most expensive sub-steps of the entire DFT procedure. For this reason, it is mandatory to process these contributions efficiently.
In our program we approach this as follows (see Fig. 1 ): First, we process all basis functions F centered on the position in space R A (typically an atom A) sequentially. This allows us to only compute the contributions {S l m (r g − R A ); l ∈ {0, . . . , l max }, m ∈ {−l, . . . , +l}} (and possibly its first, and in gradient computations, also second derivative) once for each atom, and employ the corresponding solid harmonic intermediates for all basis functions centered on the same atom. We compute the S l m (r) using the standard recursive formulas. 28 Second, we iterate over each grid point r g , with its displacements r := r g − R A to the atom A. For each generally contracted shell of basis functions on atom A, defined by the primitive Gaussian exponents {ζ e ; e ∈ {1, . . . , N exp }} and contraction coefficients {C e,k ; e ∈ {1, . . . , N exp }, k ∈ {1, . . . , N co }}, we compute the p max × N co matrix of scalar intermediates
where k ∈ {1, . . . , N co } is the contraction index, and p ∈ {0, 1, . . . , p max }. p max denotes the highest scalar function derivatives we require: it is 1 for energy evaluations of GGAs, 2 for energy evaluations of mGGAs or gradients of GGAs, and 3 for gradients of mGGAs (note that only the p = 0 term is computationally expensive-higher p terms are obtained by simply multiplying the summands with (−2ζ e )). With the f p,k thus defined, we obtain
or ∇ ∇ ∇ f p,k = r f (p+1),k , so Cartesian derivatives of these functions can be easily calculated. This also allows computing their scalar Laplacian as
From these { f p,k } and S l m (r) intermediates, the values of the basis functions χ mk (r) and their derivatives can be assembled as follows (we omit the indices l, A from χ mk to simplify notation). First, note that the value of χ(r) itself is
and that, for the derivatives, we obtain
For the second-to last line, we used the fact that the solid harmonics S l m (r) fulfill the homogeneous Poisson equation, 29 meaning that their Laplacian vanishes. Inserting the previous results for gradient and Laplacian of f p,k , this yields
(33) For computing gradients of the energy, also the second derivatives of χ(r) are required (just as in the regular GGA case), and the first derivatives of their Laplacian ∆χ(r):
where • denotes the outer product (dyadic product) between two vectors, andî is the unit dyad (from ∇ ∇ ∇ • r =î), and
Using these, the E df-jx = E xc + E coul contributions to the nuclear gradient of the energy can be written as 12
with v xc G from Eq. (24) and γ G from Eq. (2). As usual, in these expressions q runs over the 3 N nuc Cartesian components of the nuclear positions {R A , A ∈ {1, . . . , N nuc }}, the (·) (q) -superscript denotes partial derivatives with respect to R q , and (F|G) (q) and (µν|F) (q) denote derivative integrals. The contribution from the grid integration of E xc is given by
where
In Eqs. (38) and (40), the partial derivatives with respect to the nuclear coordinate R q are given via expressions such as
While, formally, this involves a sum over all fitting basis functions F, in practice the basis function derivative ∂ χ F (r g )/(∂ R q ) can only be non-zero if the nuclear coordinate (q) refers to is identical with the nucleus on which the basis function χ F is centered. Therefore, for each F, there are only three nuclear derivatives (q) to which it contributes (namely,
, where A is the atom index on which basis function F is placed). The derivatives of the basis functions themselves, which enter into these expressions, are given by Eqs. (34) and (35) . We here neglect contributions from the nuclear derivatives of the grid weights {w g }; 30 if required, these can be handled as usual. In this particular way of evaluating υ-based mGGA functionals, no higher than first derivatives of the basis functions need to either be computed or assembled in order to compute the energy and Fock matrix contributions, and no higher than second derivatives are needed for the gradient of the energy. These requirements are the same for GGA functionals, and this is only made possible by the realization that the Laplacian of the solid harmonics vanishes (Eq. (31)). In combination, this makes the use of υ-based mGGAs only slightly more expensive (≈10%-20%) than the use of GGAs in the ADE formalism, and several times faster than regular τ-based mGGA calculations (see Tab. I for timings). The described methods have been implemented in the MicroScf program, which is also used in the following test calculations. MicroScf is used as integrated DFT driver of IboView 32,33 and will be released as a stand-alone open-source program in due time. In the course of this work, the PC07 kinetic energy functional, 27 the TPSS τ-mGGA functional, 34 and the LL-TPSS υ-mGGA functional (vide infra), as well as MN15-L (a non-separable τ-mGGA functional), 35 have been implemented with the help of the Maxima computer algebra system 36 in order to derive the required density functional derivatives and translate them into efficient C++ code. The test set of chemical reactions has been taken from Ref. 31 (including their RMP2/AVTZ geometries), and includes all closed-shell reactions for which CCSD(T) reference values at the extrapolated 37,38 AV5Z/AV6Z 39-41 basis set limit were available. The concrete reactions and their reference values are listed in Tab. II.
In order to test the accuracy of the described methods, various methods combinations were compared to each other, as reported in Tab. III. In these calculations, we employed Weigend's (accurate) def2-QZVPP orbital basis sets 24 and large DFT integration grids, in order to probe the intrinsic accuracy of the reported approaches. We first test the auxiliary density expansion (Eq. (3)) itself (in the following denoted as DF-JX), compared to the regular density expansion (Eq. (1)) in combination with the standard density fitting approximation applied only to Coulomb terms (this combination is in the following denoted as DF-J). Comparison between PBE (DF-JX) and PBE (DF-J) on one side, and of LL-TPSS (DF-JX) and LL-TPSS (DF-J) on the other side shows that the auxiliary density expansion itself is reasonably accurate, with RMSDs of the reaction energies below 1.2 kcal/mol in all tested cases. These deviations are, in particular, entirely negligible when compared to the intrinsic (in)accuracies of the density functional results themselves with reference to high-level wave function results from CCSD(T) (which for the given reactions is expected to approach the non-relativistic exact manybody limit to an RMSD of ≈1 kcal/mol 42, 43 -all TPSS results, approximated or not, are ≥ 12 kcal/mol away from this in RMSD).
As mentioned, almost all practically useful mGGA functionals are parameterized in terms of the τ-intermediate, which is inaccessible to the DF-JX approximation, rather than the υ-intermediate. For this reason, in order to test the practical feasibility of the reported approach, we employed a kinetic energy functional τ(ρ, σ , υ) in order to evaluate an approximate kinetic energy density to use in standard functionals, as suggested by Perdew and Constantin. 27 Concretely, we use LL-TPSS (laplacian-level TPSS), which is the PC07 kinetic energy functional in conjunction with the regular TPSS functional. 27 So far this approach has neither been thoroughly tested, nor found much practical use-probably due to the fact that in the context of a regular density expansion, computing υ is more expensive than computing τ, and offers no advantage over the τ-form of mGGAs we are aware of.
Our hope was that the LL-translation approach via kinetic energy functionals 27 would allow for a straight-forward translation of regular τ-form mGGAs into a υ-form which can be employed together with the DF-JX approximation. Unfortunately, our calculations showed this to not be the case: While the deviations of LL-TPSS and TPSS from CCSD(T) references are similar (similarly bad), the results obtained from the LL-translated TPSS functional and its parent regular τ-mGGA form show significant differences on the order of 4 kcal/mol RMSD in our test. This would make blindly trusting LL-translated functionals unadvisable, although in preliminary tests the optimized geometries produced by TPSS and LL-TPSS appeared to be virtually indistinguishable. In any case, for this reason either extended benchmark calculations to confidently establish the translated functionals' accuracy with respect to high-level references, or, better, direct re-parameterizations of the target functionals in terms of υ rather than τ would be desirable. We will attempt to follow both approaches in the future.
Nevertheless, the presented υ-form mGGA approach in conjunction with the DF-JX approximation may turn into a powerful practical tool, due to its high computational effi-ciency: with this combination, the use of mGGAs is only minimally more expensive than regular GGA functionals (Tab. I), and as mentioned, we expect it to be entirely feasible to reparameterize potent mGGAs such as MN-15L 35 from a ε(ρ, σ , τ) form into a ε(ρ, σ , υ)-form. We see particular promise in the computation of transition states, intermediates, and reaction paths in complex reaction networks of small and medium sized molecules, as in such calculations typically several thousand single-point+gradient computations are required. Tasks such as these are the ideal targets for the reported approach, and we will elsewhere report our progress in developing it into an effective method in the arsenal of quantum chemistry.
